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It can be argued that the new feminism is a more experiential one, where
power among women is more fully realized through gender or sexual
freedom. It’s less about identity labels and more about identity from the core.
And it is brimming with confidence.
The musician and performer Bitch is one of the icons of this new feminism.
Her music supplies anthems for a generation of fans who fly outside of the
radar. Her name itself is a “feminist reclaiming” of identity and language, she
says. And in her view, many feminist women, both queer and straight, have
come to own their bitchness sans apologies. She, like many of us, hopes someday the world will catch up.
One day early this year, Bitch was taking a pre-tour break in Colorado,
opting to stay warm indoors while her band hit the slopes. For her, quiet time
is best for writing music—and her latest and first self-produced album, Blasted,
is an example of that.
Released in March, Blasted, she says, “was born out of total solitude.” She
had just wrapped up her tour with her musical hero Ferron, and the two were
recuperating at Ferron’s home in the snowy backwoods of Michigan. Then,
Bitch says, the songs began to fly out of her. Three months later she was back
in New York collaborating with her band The Exciting Conclusion, letting the
album branch out and laying down the first tracks of what some critics have
deemed her best work yet.
Blasted is a body of songs ripe with emotion, tempered by wisdom. Bitch’s
voice straddles the line between gravelly and velvety, one moment swinging way
out like a left hook, another moment rolling forth like a consoling hug.
When Bitch describes how she arrived at this assemblage of songs, it sounds
similar to the primal instinct that sparked her musical career in the first place—
when she asked her mom for a violin after an episode of Sesame Street. She was
3 years old.
Now, 33 years since wailing
on that starter violin, she’s
With a new album, new
gained an artistic mastery that
look and even more clarity,
only comes through practice.
Bitch lays out her plan to
Her passion is as clear and
dominate the universe.
sure as her voice, which is why
By Kelsy Chauvin
she calls Blasted her most
confident album yet.
“I think as we spend a little
more time on the earth we grow into our own skin,” she says, not shy to
admit that on this record she was more comfortable taking or leaving other
people’s opinions.
“Because this is my first self-produced record of my own work, I spent a lot
of time thinking how I wanted to sound and how I wanted to approach it in the
studio. It was a really fun adventure for me that I haven’t gotten to have with
my own songs before.”
Newness abounds for Bitch lately. She has split with her girlfriend and
collaborator, Daniela Sea (who many will recognize for her time as Max on
The L Word)—though they remain friends and still find ways to cocreate. She
is also overflowing with new music and performance plans and in the looks
department, the girl’s chopped off her trademark dreadlocks.

BEHOLD THE NEW
BITCH—THE SAME SULTRY
SWEETHEART NOW
SPORTING BODY ARMOR
AND BARING THE WELLSCULPTED LEGS OF HER
6-FOOT FRAME.
Behold the new Bitch—the same sultry
sweetheart now sporting body armor (for
fashion purposes only) and baring the wellsculpted legs of her 6-foot frame. Like her
songs, her work has also branched out.
Among her endeavors are a songwriting
collaboration for Margaret Cho’s new album,
and a new series of “sound bites,” orchestral
interludes and spoken-word whimsies that
she calls “10 seconds of Bitchness squished
between your Beyoncé and Bach” (and made
for the art of song shuffling).
She’s also itching to produce her own new
record. Like an unstoppable tide of song ideas
that arrive in flashes. “Music is something
that’s just coursing through me,” she says. “I
think it’s a mission that I’m on to empower
people—everybody who wants to live a
little outside society’s boxes and boring new
construction paradigms.”
For Bitch, the new feminism is a living
thing built on community and conscience. “I
think the world has been enhanced and totally
made by artists, and I think all people rely on
artists to elevate them, or to inspire them or
to comfort them. And our system tries to shut
that down at any point,” says Bitch. “But I feel
very strongly about keeping that tradition [of
music and art] alive, and not being one of the
people who gets talked out of it.”
Bitch’s power is intrinsic in her music and
a lyric from the song “Open Up,” off Blasted,
simply and lucidly explains the power. She
sings, “The whole sky’s about to open up, and
so am I.” Count on the artist to [wo]man the
helm during the coming storm. ■
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